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Figure 3 Mechlin with areas of ice ground 1740-1760 (width 4.5cm, excluding heading) 

By 1740 the laces made in different towns and areas in Flanders had been 

defined, Mechlin being defined as having a thick, shiny gimp and ice ground, a 

hexagonal mesh with two upper and two lower diagonal pairs each twisted 

twice and plaits of four half stitches on either side (figures 2 & 3). As the 

designs evolved in step with fashion so lacemakers would adjust their 

techniques as required.  

Figure 4 Tails 

The majority of English lace is made with the footside on the right hand 

side and, apart from Pečna Čipca made in Slovenia, lace is made with the 

footside on the left in all other areas. Therefore, it is reasonably safe to 

assume that a piece of lace made with the footside on the right was made 

in England. When the gimps are cut off at the lower end of a motif the 

tails (cut ends figure 4) lie on top of the lace. By orientating a piece of 

lace  so  that  the  tails  lay  on  top  and  at  the lower end of the motif, the   
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Mechlin lace, one of the very fine tissue laces, also goes under the names Mechelse Kant (Flemish), 

Malines or Broderie de Malines (French) and in England was sometimes known as Macklin. 
 

From references found in books it would appear that all the early lace straight lace made in the 

Flanders of the type shown in figure 1 was known as Mechlin, even though it may have been made in 

other locations such as Valenciennes. References state that lace was made in England during the 17th 

century, and from the prices quoted it was probably early Mechlin.  

Figure 1  

Mechlin  

pre 1740 

Figure 2 (right) Ice ground 
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Figure 5 Early English bobbins 

By experimenting and using 240/2 Egyptian cotton, the 

standard East Midlands bobbins were found to be too 

heavy and distorted the mesh and the Binche bobbins 

rolled around while I worked, particularly on domed 

pillows. The small East Midlands (9.0cm-9.5cm) do not 

distort the mesh, do not roll and work well with both flat 

and slightly domed pillows; they also take up much less 

room. By examining the small East Midlands bobbins 

(figure 5) it would appear that our first bobbins 

developed from Continental bobbins. Continental 

bobbins do not have spangles therefore spangles must 

be an English development. The early English bobbins, 

without and with spangles and the small Continental 

bobbins are of similar weight (1.5gm-2.0gm). The 

spangles, when used, were so light that the initial use of 

the spangle was probably to prevent rolling rather than 

add weight. 

In order to understand the implications of certain techniques it is necessary to use similar equipment 

and modern materials. Only one sample in my collection of 33 pieces of Mechlin had been made 

using a plyed thread and that was 2-ply; all the rest had been made using single-ply linen comparable 

to 240/2 Egyptian cotton or finer. The finest currently available from most suppliers is Egyptian 

cotton 185/2, although 240/2 is currently still available. For  all  the  samples  the  gimp was similar 

in thickness and appearance to a single strand of Anchor Stranded Embroidery thread and therefore 

this is a suitable substitute when making Mechlin lace. When Mechlin was being made commercially 

the best thread was produced in Flanders and the best of that kept for the local industry.    

 

At the time Mechlin lace was developing pins were made by hand and were very expensive; therefore 

it is unlikely that lacemakers could have afforded sufficient to pin all the meshes of the ground and 

they were only used when essential. Even when pins could be mass produced and therefore much 

cheaper it is unlikely that the lacemakers would have changed their habits, since setting up pins takes 

time. Checking the size of the pins used in the past by passing pins of various sizes through picots, 

the 0.53mm diameter standard fine pin available today is about the same diameter as was always 

used.   

Figure 6  Mechlin 1850-1860 (width 9.cm) 

direction in which  the lace had been made will have been downwards and the position of the footside 

apparent. Imagine my surprise when I found that over two thirds of my 33 samples had been made in 

England. 
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Traditionally it is accepted that Mechlin ice ground was never pinned and the majority of my 

samples bear this out, most being worked diagonally, although small areas between motifs were 

often worked horizontally as it is then easier to assess where pairs enter and leave clothwork. My 

first attempts at making ice ground were pinned at the ends of the plaits but then, with practice, I 

found it easier to work without pins. It is not easy to assess where to start a new clothwork area 

within the ground but, as the mesh is very accommodating, once the pins around an area are 

removed the tensions in the ground cause it to adjust. In fact, when  pins are removed soon after 

an area has been completed, the tensions in the ground tend to move the motif slightly and the 

ground becomes more even. However, there is evidence that some Mechlin made in England in 

Victorian times was pinned (figure 6). When pins are placed at the ends of plaits they may cause 

the plaits to bunch up, but when placed in position before the plait the first stitch of the plait firms 

up against the pin and controls the shape of the mesh. Again, by studying the Victorian samples, it 

is clear that using a comparatively finer thread improved the appearance of the mesh substantially.  

 

Mechlin lace is generally pinned outside the gimps and there are two 

methods for passing gimps through the pairs along the ground/

clothwork boundary. Sometimes the pair continues the weave across 

the gimp, in others the gimp parallels the adjacent passive thread. 

When a pair continues the weave across the gimp and the adjacent 

passive thread the dramatic change in thickness between the lace 

thread and the gimp creates a division, sometimes called shadow 

holes, to form between them (figure 7). In England the rule often 

quoted to explain the passing of the gimp through a pair is to ‘lift the 

left thread, pass the gimp through the pair and replace the thread’. 

When the pair passes from ground into clothwork the weave 

continues. However, when the pair 

passes from clothwork into ground the gimp parallels the 

adjacent passive thread (figure 8), the gimp and adjacent 

passive thread slide together and there is no dramatic change. 

Initially the assumption is that the adjacent passive thread will 

slide under the gimp, but if the gimp weaves and parallels 

through alternate pairs as they enter and leave the clothwork 

down a vertical gimp, the passive thread adjacent to the gimp 

does not move under gimp and shadow holes do not appear. So, 

the ‘rule’ may be a folk memory from when Mechlin was made 

in England.  

 

When areas of clothwork change in shape pairs move across the gimp from ground into clothwork 

and vice versa. This can be accomplished by taking pairs around pins outside the gimp producing 

‘ears’, small loops around the pins (figure 9) or by the typical Flanders method used today by 

exchanging workers with the pairs moving across the gimp (figure 10). Many samples contain 

both techniques, the laceworker choosing the most appropriate one according to the situation. 

Figure 8 Gimps parallel 

Figure 7 Gimps weaving 

Figure 9 (left) Pairs entering 

and leaving clothwork  with 

ears outside the gimp  

Figure 10 (right) Pairs 

entering and leaving 

clothwork by exchanging 

within the gimp 
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The ring pairs, pairs that outline the clothwork, of earlier 

Mechlin lace are almost complete. Lace made later had ring 

pairs that started, but then there would be a gap without a ring 

pair, then it would start again (figure 11). When pairs enter a 

motif from above or pass downwards from a motif across a 

horizontal gimp half stitches are made adjacent to the gimp and 

the final appearance is similar to having a ring pair. Similarly the 

diagonal line of plaits adjacent to a diagonal gimp can give the 

appearance of a ring pair. This puzzle resolved itself when I tried 

copying an antique piece of Mechlin. At first I drew a schematic 

diagram and attempted to follow it, but became increasingly 

frustrated trying to follow the diagram even though it was my 

own, and instead followed the pricking. To my surprise my 

ability to make Floral Bucks took over and I knew instinctively 

where the pairs should move, just using different techniques to 

manipulate them. It also became apparent that  when pairs from 

a plait approach a gimp where the clothwork is widening, both 

pairs can enter the clothwork if it is widening sufficiently. 

However, sometimes there is only room for one pair to enter the 

clothwork and at the same time there is room outside the gimp 

for a hole to appear. In this situation one pair can enter the 

clothwork, the other pair remaining outside the gimp to start a 

ring. Thus the number of pairs moving from clothwork to 

ground and vice versa can be adjusted by using or not using a 

ring pair. 

 

When we were studying for the City & Guilds project we rejected the information that Bucks Point 

arrived here from Flanders following the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, Bucks Point not having 

been developed at that time. This folk lore now appears to be basically correct. However, the 

laceworkers coming over in the late 16th century would have brought the early form of Mechlin that 

later evolved into the defined Mechlin and then later still into Bucks Point. 

 

The method of using the tails to determine the position of the footside and whether the lace is English 

or not also works for other types including Blonde and distinguishing between black Bucks and 

Chantilly. 

 

My research is ongoing so, if you own or have access to Mechlin lace, please check it and let me 

know if any is English and out of how many pieces and contact me by email alexstillwell@talktalk.

net  

Figure 11  Tracing of detail of 

figure 6  indicating incomplete 

ring pair  
 

Key 
continuous line - gimp 

line plus dots - ring pair 


